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software library, RAISE (Removing Audio In Segments Effect), adapted 

Spleeter and avel’s methods, adjoining their complementary capabilities 

to accomplish the project’s goal. Using Python coding script, RAISE 

accepted user-provided audio files, extracted the vocals, and based on 

user-designated timestamps, removed the target segments from the 

vocals. The newly edited audio file was merged with the existing 

instrumental audio, effectively filtering the dialogue while leaving the 

surrounding audio unaffected.

In phase three, RAISE utilized modified deep learning models built 

towards speech recognition. The program Vosk was selected to 

transcribe audio into a text document and determine the timestamp of 

each word. After transcribing the audio, RAISE scanned the text for 

targeted words, recorded their respective timestamps, and filtered out 

the vocals. For evaluation, 22 audio files were processed, and percent 

accuracy of audio transcription and resultant filtering were calculated 

based on official audio transcripts (Sanchez et al., 2014).

With the age of streaming services still in its relative infancy, large 

corporations, such as Twitch and YouTube, struggle with their creators’ 

content containing copyrighted audio or explicit material. Unable to 

deal with the issues on such a large scale, they resort to banning creators 

from their services, demonetizing videos, and even deleting the content 

altogether. Current video/audio editing software can alter content, but 

their potential is primarily utilized in post-production, meaning the 

software is largely ineffective as a means of filtering the inappropriate 

content during livestreams.

Deep learning is a field of machine learning, whose objective is to 

develop machine software capable of automating cognitive-based tasks. 

One such method is through Convolutional Neural Networking (CNN), 

which specializes in audio/visual recognition. In CNNs, a subject image 

or audio sample is continually broken down into smaller and smaller 

chunks of information (feature maps) and analyzed. Communication is 

then formed between each layer of the deconstructed file to determine 

what is relevant/important information (LeCun et al., 2015).

The goal of this project was to apply deep learning to audio editing 

software, enabling the automated removal of unwanted words/phrases, 

while minimizing obstruction of the surrounding audio. As an 

alternative to a stream being taken down and deleted entirely, the audio 

of the content could be actively monitored and filtered as necessary, 

avoiding the streaming service’s striking systems.
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Conclusion

This project sought to develop an application capable of identifying 

target words among inputted audio files and subsequently removing 

them, effectively filtering the audio. RAISE succeeded as a proof-of-

concept, having provided a model for integrating and adapting multiple 

audio processing and editing programs as a foundational baseline for 

future work.

As seen in Graph 2, RAISE showed promising transcription and 

filtering capabilities for speech audio but performed poorly when 

transcribing song audio. Since there was no issue filtering either audio 

type, the shortcoming of RAISE was likely the deep learning model 

used for the speech-to-text training. As such, future research could delve 

into improving the model or finding a replacement model of higher 

quality. Alternatively, research and development can be done to broaden 

RAISE’s range of applicability, such as the proper implementation of 

RAISE for livestream use, or the conversion of RAISE’s framework into 

another program entirely, instead focusing on the filtering of visual 

content rather than audio.

RAISE autonomously identified targeted words in audio and 

implement filtering to remove the select time segment without affecting 

surrounding audio (Graph 1). RAISE transcribed speech audio into text 

with moderate accuracy but performed poorly when transcribing 

musical content. However, RAISE’s filtering capabilities, based on the 

audio transcriptions, for both was 100% accurate (Graph 2). Based on 

the 11 sampled speech audio files, RAISE recognized words with an 

accuracy of 88.0% and standard deviation of 7.6%. For the 11 sampled 

song audio files, RAISE recognized words with an accuracy of 29.7% 

and standard deviation of 9.7%. For both audio types, filtering 

capabilities were 100% accurate with a standard deviation 0%.

To organize the project, it was broken into three separate phases; the 

gathering of software to set a foundation, creating the framework, and 

finalizing development to utilize training models.

Phase one was designated as the primary research phase. Most of the 

phase was devoted to researching and analyzing different methods and 

applications of deep learning. The remainder of the phase was 

subsequently spent finding potential GitHub repositories to serve as the 

audio editing tools. Two repositories were found, Spleeter and avel, and 

after individual testing, were selected for use in this project. Spleeter is 

a Python program designed to separate the vocals from the 

instrumentals in a song. The second repository, avel (audio and video 

editing library), is a general importable Python library capable of editing 

both audio and video files.

Phase two was devoted to developing a manual, user-driven 

prototype of the program. To allow for coding collaboration between 

both researcher and mentor, a GitHub repository was used. A new
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Graph 1: Waveform graphs of the original (top) and filtered audio files 

(bottom). Segments of audio targeted for removal are shown between each 

pair of bars.

Graph 2 (left): 
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